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Hello.

My name is Laura Carter and I am a fashion photographer and designer from 
Bristol, UK. Photography is my main profession; I like to get in touch with people 
and photograph them in locations, wearing trendy clothes and capture portraits of 
them too. My work stands out because it is inspired by the rainbow. 
I express my love for colour in my images by using elements such as bright graffiti 
backgrounds, colourful houses and even bright handbags or sunglasses. 
I love photos which have different compositions and unusual angles of the model 
and/or outfit. Reflections in puddles, leading lines, side angles, focus on the face, 
outfit details, I like capturing them all. 

In terms of design I love modern editorial pieces as well as mixed media. Distorting, 
painting on, using type with image, adding colour, frames, borders are all things 
I use to give my fashion photography context and texture. 

Spectrum is a magazine I have created to express my passion for all of these things 
in one. It is a bright and fun magazine to catch the eye and to inform of fashionable 
looks. This edition is focused on my portfolio of photography and design over the 
last couple of years from my A Levels to my Foundation Degree in Graphic Design 
at University Centre Weston/Bath Spa University. 
My dream job would be to do fashion photography and/or editorial full time with 
a fashion brand either as freelance or in house. 
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GRAPHIC 
DESIGN

I have completed a Foundation Degree in Graphic 
Design at University Centre Weston in partnership 
with Bath Spa University. This section of  my port-
folio shows my best work over my 2 years of  study 

and also self  initiated projects.

Projects:

SPECTRUM Magazine 
Issue 1: Sustainable Fashion

Editorial Designs

BUDDY App Design and Poster

Hair and Beauty Student Logo

Allerton Harvest Home

Cube Microplex Cinema Advert and Insert

Pocket Print Show

Photo Manipulations

Penguin Book Awards Competition Book Cover



SPECTRUM MAGAZINE

SPECTRUM Magazine Issue 1: Sustainable Fashion

This magazine was created for my self  initiated social impact project in second year of  university. The 
aim of  this magazine is to show readers that second-hand clothing can be trendy, affordable and you can 
find something for everyone. It is aimed at 16-25 year olds that are unaware of  the options out there to be 
more sustainable. I had researched the impact that fast fashion was having on the planet and I wanted to 
do something about it. I designed this magazine with bright colours and photographed models in urban 
locations such as Bristol and Cardiff as there are a lot of  young people living in cities, where you can 
access second-hand clothing. The main section of  the magazine is a lookbook of  the different clothing 
items you may find when shopping second-hand. It also includes interviews with Preloved Kilo and the 
Bristol Vintage Thrift Store, as well as an article and double page spread on sustainable clothing brand 
DA-ti. The aim is to get the magazine printed and put in Vintage Stores, charity shops and kilo sales 
around the country. 



editorial designs

In my spare time I like to practise editorial design. Here are a few of  them:

      Journal pages on the word ‘Perspective’

Practise magazine articles/posters

BUDDY APP DESIGN 
AND POSTER
Buddy is an app designed for the use of  all UCW students to report bullying/cyberbullying discretely and 
or anonymously directly to the Heart team in real time. 

The app can work far beyond just reporting bullying where it has the potential to help users struggling 
with mental health and other welfare issues.  
 
This brief  was set by Weston College group requiring a design solution to help stop bullying.

From our initial research we found that most students own a smartphone and spend many hours using 
them each day. We think that allowing students to reach out to the heart team via this platform will prove 
more effective than reporting to their tutors or to the office. Bullies might even be deterred from causing 
trouble knowing that anyone can report an incident including onlookers.

Buddy will enable the user to report an incident in real time based on a traffic light system of  severity: 
Red being very severe, amber being there is a problem but an immediate response is not required and 
green giving a status that the user is ok. 

When an incident is reported it is sent to the Heart team simply in the form of  an email. If  a user wants 
to speak with someone out of  office hours the app will redirect them to a 24 hour helpline.



HAIR AND BEAUTY 
STUDENT LOGO
The brief  was to create a logo for a hair and beauty student at University Centre Weston, for their own 
business. We each got allocated a client which had different requirements for their logo.

allerton harvest 
home
The brief  was to brand Allerton Harvest Home’s autumn annual festival in Somerset.



cube microplex 
cinema advert and 
insert

The brief  was to design an advert and insert for Cube Microplex Cinema in Bristol. They were to go in 
the Cable Newspaper. My advert and insert designs for the Cube Microplex cinema follow a consistent 
red, white and black theme, using images from their website to give context, and graphic elements with 
type to communicate information.

pocket print show

We had to create 25x screen prints on the theme of  the West Country. I really liked illustrating and screen 
printing my Pocket Print design, based on the theme of  the West Country. My design is named ‘The Big 
Scone Debate’ because there is controversy around whether you eat your scones the Devonshire way with 
cream first and jam on top, or Cornish way with jam first and cream on top.



photo 
manipulations

penguin 
book awards 
competition book 
coverAs part of  my Perspective Creative Journal project, I created some photo manipulations using some of  

my fashion photography images.

We had to create a book cover including spine with a choice of  3 books. I chose the Non Fiction book 
‘A Short History of  Nearly Everything’ by Bill Bryson.




